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ABSTRACT

We point out that the generalized gauge hierarchy evolution equation

of Davson and Georgi for the gauge coupling constants of the subgroups of

a unifying group should be modified in order to make it applicable to all

the unifying groups. We modify their formula., and in the process derive

a formula relating the gauge couplings of the subgroups and the gauge

coupling of the unifying group at the unification mass scale.
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* To "be submitted for publication.

When the low energy symmetry SU(3JC * SU(2) * U(l) y of the strong,

electromagnetic and weak interactions is embedded in a simple unifying group

G 1 , the gauge coupling constants g of SU(3)C> g£ °f SU(2)L and g1

of U(l)y become related in a simple way to the E a uS e coupling constant g

of G at the energy scale above which all the symmetries of G are manifest.

Let us write this relation as

(i)

where M is the energy scale where unification occurs, i . e . the unification
mass. The C are some group-theoretical factors. More precisely, Eq.(l)a
is the limit of the evolution equations for the gauge coupling constants
g (p) at the energy scale u = M. These evolution equations that are derived
through renoraalization group techniques were f i rs t applied in Ref.2 to the
renormalization of sin in the standard Su(5) theory •". Later on,

IV

Dawson and GeorgI "*' generalized the work of Ref.2 to any (larger) unifying

group to allow for more than one stage of spontaneous symmetry breaking

between 0 and SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l) . We argue in this paper that

because of the way they choose to normalize the generators of the subgroups

of the unifying group, the gauge coupling constants associated with the sub-

groups may turn out to be non-physical for some unified theories because of

the group and the representation structure. Such non-physical gauge coupling

constants may lead to erroneous predictions depending on the model under

consideration. We give the evolution equations for the physical gauge coupling

constants for the most general case.

We will follow closely the treatment of Ref.lt. Therefore we refer

the reader to that work for the details. Let us assume that a simple unifying

gauge group G breaks down to SU(3)C *
 S U' 2' L

 x U ( 1 ) Y
 l n H steps. Each

step is assumed to be separated large enough in energy to render the
5) x

decoupling theorem valid. The subgroup S of G which is left unbroken

in steps X through H is a product of factors like s* that may be either

a simple non-Abelian subgroup or a U(l):

S" = (2)

The nested gauge subgroup structure allows us to write the generators

T * of Sx as linear combinations of some subset of the generators T

of S y for y l? x,

a i
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(3)
P

p
If

(9)

where the Greek letters refer to tlie subgroups and the Latin letters refer to

the components of 'ie generators. Both f.hr- T <:- T. are in the same

irreducible i-•: resei.' .jtion R of G (for vbat we K.V.:UI by this see the

examples later i.:id footnote 6). Bow consider

SI

which reduces to

(5)

where the N£(R) and H^R) defined by

(6)

may, in general, be different. The generators T (R) do not necessarily

satisfy

whefe ; ia the normalization constant in Eq.(6) for the generators of

If at some stage of the symmetry breaking the
H+l

the unifying group G = S

TZ(R) do not satisfy Eq.(7}, and if they are renormalized to satisfy Eq.(T).

then the gauge coupling constants g associated with the normalized
6) a

generators will be non-physical
6)

Eq,. (5) implies

(&)

where

x x v

is the probability that the a subgroup of S exists in the sJ subgroup

of Sy. In Eef.lt the ratio N^(R)/NX(R) is taken to be 1 for al l the groups.

This, as we will see, may be problematic. The P's satisfy the same

equations as in Hef.lt, i .e .

- X

x'2

vp

(10a)

(10b)

(10c)

As pointed out in Ref.!*, consistency with Eq.(3) requires

X+l

3J0O
where the W x are the gauge bosons associated with sjjj, and u is the

x+l x x

mass scale where the subgroup S is broken down to S . The normalization

condition for the H fields together with Eq..(S) yields

(12)

For x = H we obtain

U & (13)

where g is the gauge coupling constant of G. Here P ' is the
G H u ^

probability that the s subgroup of S exists in the unifying group

G s s , and hence it is equal to 1 for all a . Eq.(13) can be rewritten
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where M S u , We have dropped the unnecessary labels and put

(15a)

(15b)

Here n (p,E) is the number of times the irreducible representation p

s appears in the irreducible representation R of G. I (p) and *

are the indices of tLo representation p of s and R of G,

of

respectively. The C defined in Eq. (l) are then given by

r _
(16)

Inserting Eq.(12) in the one-loop approximation to the relevant

renormalization group equation, the expression for the coupling constants

at tva successive mass scales is given t>y

where b x is the coefficient of g in the relevant renormaliaation group

Bx function. It can now be proved that gX and the coupling constant

g = g of G are related as

vhich reduces t o Eq.(9) of Ref.4 when the r a t i o s of the H(R)'s are equal t o

or taken t o be 1 .

-5-

To see how Eq. (lit) works, first consider the now phenomenologtcally

ruled out S0(9) model whose representation l£ decomposes under SU(I*) x SU(2)

16 = (1L,2) + (1*»,2) (19a)

Inserting ^ (^ ,16) = ^(1^,16) = 2,

S.A2) a 1, and t_(l6) = h, we obtain

1; n£(|.,l6) = 8,

l/g),(M)2 = l/g(H)2 and l/^fH) 2 = 2/g(M)2 . (19b)

For the S0(10) model , representation 16 decomposes under 5U{3)_ x SU(2)
1 '•" v Li

as

16 = (3,2) + (1,£) + 2(3«,1) + 2(1,1) . (20a)

With n3(3.,l6) = n3(l*,l6.) = 2,

and Jlr(l6) = h we obtain 1 0 '

3) = 13(3.») = 1; a2(2,l6) = k,

l/g2(H)
2 = l/g(M)2

11)

(20b)

In contrast, for the maximally gauged SU(l6) symmetry whose 16^ decomposes

under SU(3)C " 3U(2)L as in Eq.(20a), we get

= l/g2(M)
2 = (21)

because 16 is the fundamental representation of SU(l6) and therefore i t s

index is 1. That 1§_ has different indices in S0(l0) and SU(l6) groups is

the reason for the difference "between Eqs.(20b) and (21).

It should be clear from these examples in the light of Eq.(18) that

if the symmetry breaks down to SU(3L x SU(2)T x U(l) one step, the
actual values of the C are immaterial as long as they are not different.

However, if they are different using the non-physical gauge coupling
2

constants, i.e. Scaling them to 1, leads to erroneous predictions for sin 9.

and M (cf. the references in Ref.8), Another case in which physical gauge
couplings must be used is when the C are a l l equal to a non-unity number
and the symmetry breaks in more than one step as in the SU(l6) model
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Note added

After the completion of this vork ve came across a preprint by

Mohapatra and Pojovic' (Hef.13) in which they also modify the analysis of

Ref.U and consider only physical gauge coupling constants. Hovever their

FaaX+1 c 0 r r e s P° n ^ 3 t o our Pa|3X+1 H a ( H ) ' S + 1 ( R ) 3Jld t h u s a r e n o t n o

to add up to 1.

1)

2)

3>

h)

5)

6)

7)

S)

9)

10)

11)

12)

13)
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